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Abstract. Although a great of achievements have been obtained in smart home fields in recent years, there
are still two fatal drawbacks. First the smart home system cannot really understand itself; second the system
is hard to modify if some of the devices have been changed. By given inspiration from the semantic web, we
integrate the semantic character into our smart home system and create an ontology based semantic service
model (OSSM) as the middleware of our system. Simulation in a virtual environment represents that OSSM
can be used in a real time decision making circumstance and its semantic way of processing makes the whole
system much smarter.
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1. Introduction
People spend more time in their homes than in any other space. The home ideally provides a safe,
comfortable environment in which to relax, communicate, learn, and be entertained. Thanks to today’s newly
technology, the appliances, compared to their older ones, are much power-efficient, easily to use, can be
remotely controlled and have many other benefits. Scientists and researchers are always not satisfied with the
results, they still doing their best to make the home system much smarter and great achievements have been
obtained already.
The University of Texas at Arlington have built a smart home prototype called “MavHome” [1~2]. MIT
have developed a smart home architecture “Home of Future” [3]. Department of Computer Science and
Institute of Cognitive Science University of Colorado have realized their smart home model “Neural
Network House (ACHE)” [4]. University of Florida’s Mobile and Pervasive Computing Laboratory have done
some similar work on the “GatorTech Home” [5] platform.
But like all other systems nowadays, there are still complains among inhabitants. They are not intelligent
enough as the word “smart” have claimed is the crux of the most of complains. By noticing the fact that all the
smart home systems mentioned above are based by several static pre-defined rules and the processing logic
after decision have made are quite simple. That mechanism causes two fatal drawbacks. First the system itself
is unable to understand the real meaning of the decision and the consequences that after the decision has been
operated. Second system is hard to modify if some of the devices have been changed because of the predefined rules.
Ontology based semantic web have achieved great success in SOC(Service Oriented Computing)[6] field
in recent years. It is a key to conquer the drawbacks mentioned above by considering the ontology based
semantic service is a more natural way to let the system understand what it is going to do and what it have
done. This is where our research begins.
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The research directions involve:
I. Introduction
II. Ontology Based Semantic Service Model
III. Simulation
IV. Conclusion

2. Ontology Based Semantic Service model
2.1 Definition

1) Definition 1(Ontology Model):

Ontology Model is defined as O<C,P,I>
where
• C Class
• P Property(including Object Property and Data Property)
• I Inherited relationship(including Class inheritance and Property inheritance)
2) Definition 2(Semantic Similarity):
n
Semantic Similarity is defined as M=
F *Wi
i =0 i

∑

where
• Fi the ith Function Semantic value which is provided by physical certain device
• n the number of certain series of Functions
• Wi the weight of Function Semantic value which is associate with Fi
Semantic Similarity can be considered as an indicator which is used to determine whether to execute the
service by the upper system
3) Definition 3(Service)
Service is defined as S<L,E(FD),M>
where
• L Location in home
• E(FD) a series of Functions which are provided by physical devices
• M Semantic Similarity
4) Definition 4(Decision):
Decision is defined as D<L,E>
where
• L Location in home
• E Effect On Environment
The Decision is made by Upper System that indicates which Environment factor should be effected.
5) Definition 5(Ontology Based Semantic Service Model):
Ontology Based Semantic Service Model is defined as OSSM<D,O,F,S>
where
•
•
•
•

D Decision that the Upper system has made, this parameter can be considered as input
O Ontology Model
F Profiles(including Environment Profile and Inhabitant Profile)
S Service, this parameter can be considered as output

2.2 Composition and hierarchy
OSSM can be considered as a middleware of the whole smart home system. It has an input “Decision”
which is made by upper system and an output “Service” which is provided for lower system. We use OWLDL(Web Ontology Language-Description Language)[7] as the language to describe Ontology as it is the
recommended stander made by W3C(World Wide Web Consortium) and we choose Protégé[8] as our OWL
entity creation tool. The hierarchy of OSSM is shown in figure 1.
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The Hierarchy of OSSM

The core of OSSM consists of four critical parts.
1) Ontology Part
This part contains a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a smart home. It
represents a set of concepts and the relationships between those concepts among Device, Environment,
Location and other classes. By Now, this part contains 58 classes, 11 object properties and 3 datatype
properties. Figure 2 shows the class tree of the ontology. Table 1 is the property list in detail which has
ignored each reverse property.

Figure 2.

Class Tree of The Ontology

Table 1 Properties of The Ontology(Ignore The Reverse)
Porperty

Type

Domain

Range
EffectOnEnvironme
nt

hasEffect

Object

Function

hasEnvironment

Object

Location

Environment

hasBrightness

Object

Location

Brightness

hasCarbonMonoxide

Object

Location

CarbonMonoxide

hasHumidity

Object

Location

Humidity

hasSmog

Object

Location

Smog

hasTemperature

Object

Location

Temperature

hasVoice

Object

Location

Voice

hasFunction

Object

Device

Function

hasLocation

Object

Device/
Environment

Location

hasSemanticValue

Data

Function

XSD: Double

Porperty

Type

Domain

Range

hasSemanticWeight

Data

Function

XSD: Double

isEffecting

Data

Device

XSD:Boolen

hasReverseFunction

Object

Function

Function

2) Profile Part

Profile part contains some meta rules and facts about environment and inhabitants. For example, the
optimum temperature ranges in a certain location; The preference of inhabitants in using air-condition. It is
used to provide suggestions to the reasoner.
3) Rules Part
Rule is a logical sequence and is used by the semantic reasoner. In our model, the Rules part composed of
two such rules which are written in SWRL(Semantic Web Rule Language)[9] format as
follows(individual(EffectOnEnvironment) means the parameter is an individual of class
EffectOnEnvironment).
• Rule 1:
Function(?x)^hasEffect(?x,individual(EffectOnEnvironment))^hasSemanticValue(?x,?z)^swrlb:greaterTh
en(?z,0)^isFunctionOf(?x,?y)^Device(?y)^¬isEffecting(?y,individual(EffectOnEnvironment))^hasLocation(?y,
individual(Location))->Service(?x)
• Rule 2:
Function(?x)^hasEffect(?x,individual(EffectOnEnvironment))^hasSemanticValue(?x,?z)^
¬swrlb:greaterThen(0,?z)^isFunctionOf(?x,?y)^Device(?y)^isEffecting(?y,individual(EffectOnEnvironment))
^hasLocation(?y,individual(Location))^hasReverseFunction(?x,?a)->Service(?a)
In more natural human language, rule 1 indicate the reasoner to get functions of devices which make
positive contribution to the given effect on environment and are not effecting the environment now in certain
location. While rule 2 tell the reasoner to get reverse functions of certain functions of devices which make
negative contribution to the given effect on environment and are effecting the environment now in certain
location.
4) Semantic Reasoner Part
A semantic reasoner is a software machine which can infer semantic logical results from a set of rules or
axioms or preset facts. In our model, we use Jess(Java Expert System Shell) as core of our semantic reasoner.
We choose Jess according to the following 3 reasons:
• Jess is a small, light and fastest rule engines available
• Jess is free for academic use
• Jess is written in Java language which means it is easier to integrate in our system
Semantic reasoner part first imports the rules, ontology instance(which is created by Ontology part) and
then gathers the assistance information from database and profile part, at last it infers a triple < L,E(FD),M >
which indicates a service.

3. Simulation
3.1 Simulation environment
In order to overcome the high cost of establishing the actual experimental environment, and poor
controllability of the actual environment, but focus more on the model itself, we use virtual reality
technology[10] to build a simulation platform, which we called virtual smart home.

Figure 3.

Screenshot of Virtual Smart Home

In fact, the environment simulates a ordinary department which contains two bedrooms, one washroom,
two halls, one study room, one kitchen and one veranda.

3.2 Background environment parameter
In our scenario we only care about six environment parameters: temperature, humidity, brightness, voice,
smog and carbon monoxide. Some of these parameters are only affected by indoor devices which we called
“D Param” and others are affected by both indoor devices and outdoor environment which we called “G
Param”. Table 2 shows the classification.
Table 2 Classification of Environment Parameter
Environment Parameter

Class

temperature

G Param

humidity

G Param

brightness

G Param

voice

D Param

smog

D Param

carbon monoxide

D Param

3.3 OSSM instance
Before start simulation, we must first instantiate the OSSM which means the ontology individual should
be created. According to our simulation environment, we have created 205 individuals. Some of the
individuals are shown in table 3.
Table 3 Individual Details (Only Portion)
Individual

Class

Property
hasFunctio
n

IAirCondition1

IEffectOnTemp
eratureDown1

ITemperature1

IHumidityUp1

AirCondition

hasLocatio
n
isEffecting

Property Detail
IHumidityUp1
IHumidityDown1
ITemperatureUp1
ITemperatureDown1
IBedroom_Main
True/False
ITemperatureDown1
ITemperatureDown2
ITemperatureDown3
ITemperatureDown4

EffectOnEnvi
ronment

isEffectOf

Temperature

hasLocatio
n
isEnvironm
entOf
isTempratu
reOf

IBedroom_Main

hasEffect

IEffectOnHumidityUp
1

HumidityUp

isFunction
Of
hasSemanti
cValue
hasSenmant
icWeight

IBedroom_Main

IBedroom_Main

IAirCondition1
1
1

Individual

Property

Class

hasReverse
Function

Property Detail
IHumidityDown1

3.4 Event examples
1) Event 1

The temperature of IBedroom_Main raise to 32 oC
System notices the temperature of IBedroom_Main is too high then IEffectOnTemperatureDown1is made
as a decision to OSSM. OSSM asks ontology what to do according to the suggestion of the profile. Finally,
OSSM outputs the Service as follows:
• Start the IAirCondition1’s function ITemperatureDown1
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s window
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s curtain
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s door
Figure 4 shows the output reasoning log of OSSM.
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Reasoning Log of Event 1
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Some Visual Effect Created by Virtual Smart Home

2) Event 2

The temperature of IBedroom_Main raise to 32 oC and the lights are still lighting in the IBedroom_Main.
Quite similar to the event 1, OSSM output the Service as follows:
• Start the IAirCondition1’s function ITemperatureDown1
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s window
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s curtain
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s door
• Close the IBedroom_Main’s lights

Consider the lighting lights can also produce hit in the room (we have assigned the negative
hasSemanticValue to its “SwichOn” Function), so according to the ontology rule 2, the reverse function of
lighting the lights should be activated (SwitchOff).
3) Event 3
The IGasCooker1in the IKitchen has been opened.
System detects the carbon monoxide level is raising in the IKitchen and it tells OSSM should do the effect
ICarbonMonoxideDown1. The output of OSSM is as follows:
• Open the IKitchen’s window
• Open the IKitchen’s lampblack Presser
Fig.5 shows some visual effect created by virtual smart home. Fig.5(a) shows the status when the aircondition is close while fig.5(b) shows the status after it is opened; Fig.5(c)(d) illustrate how it looks like
when the curtain is open and close; Fig.5(e)(f) express when the gas cooker is opened, the lampblack presser
will open automatically; Fig.5(g)(h) show the behavior of the door.

3.5 Time consuming test
OSSM is supposed to use in a real time decision making situation so the time consuming character of
OSSM is critical. We have done 100 times of consecutive tests based on random events. Fig.6 shows the result.

Figure 6.

OSSM Time Consuming Test Result

The line with the rectangle symbols shows the result of each test while the line in the middle shows the
average time consuming. It is glad to see that all the time consuming is less than 0.65 second, its average is
0.48 and variance is 0.025. The inhabitant can hardly feel any time delay if the decision has been made in less
than 1 second.

4. Conclusion
The simulation in virtual smart home environment shows that OSSM can provide service quite properly
according to the decision which is made by the upper system because of its semantic character. Although
OSSM will cause a little time delaying it can be tolerated by inhabitant and so can be used in a real time
decision making occasion. Though progress has been achieved much, we have a clear understanding that there
are still disadvantages with OSSM. In the next stage of research, we will take follow factors into our
consideration:
• The interactions of different rooms
• The interactions of indoor and outdoor environment
• The interferences of inhabitant
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